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RAM Package Vulnerability Study

Weekly Report for the Week Ending 1/23/03

Submitted by Jeremy Sprung

Jetliner.Impact Draft Report. Revision of Section 2 on jetliner impact
(e.g., preparation of a summary table of material properties) in'response to
NRC comments continued.

Global Jetliner Impact Calculations. Review of SAR data for the TN-68,
VSC-32, and NUHOMS .casks continued in suDo rt of the development of models
of these casks for use ihn the CTH' nd global Jetliner cask
crash calculations. An analysis plan tor the md'eling of the NUHOMS cask
was prepared and documented in a set of PowerPoint slides (copy attached).
Construction of CTH models of the TN-68 and VSC-24 casks was begun.

Jetliner Component Impact Calculations. Work on the PRONTO calculation that
examines the impact of the landing gear strut onto the lid of the HI-STORM
cask atan Continued. Documentation of
the results'of thd calculations completed to date continued.

A finite element analysis was performed using the finite element code PRESTO
to determine the rigid body motion of a HI-STORM cask when it is struck by a
jetliner engine. The calculation modeled used the jetliner engine as n
homogeneous, isotropic, linear elastic steel cylinder. The mass density of
the cylinder was adjusted to provide the correct engine weight and the
stiffness (Young's Modulus) of the cylinder was increased by a factor of 10
to increase its rigidftyg The force from the impacting engine was applied
as.a pressure load to the side'pf the HI-STORM cask near they
using the recently developed Riera curve. The initial position ol the cask
was upright, resting on a rigid plane and the contact between the bottom of
the cask and the rigid plane was modeled using a coulomb friction model with
a coefficient of friction ranging from 0.0 to 0.3.'

Small Plane Survey. No work done this week.

)Calculations. The performance of CTH calculations that
examine the response of the NAC-UMS cask tc( Iattacks using the

that amount continued. These
calculations are using a revised lead material model that is based on the
experience gained from the modeling of the GE Drawbar casl(
test data.

Jet Fuel Pool Fire Calculations. As requested by Chris Bajwas, the
homogenized properties that were used In the CAFE-P/Thermal analyses of the
HI-STORM cask basket and the spent fuel were verified. This was done using
a 2-D axi-symmetric model of the Hl-STORM cask and canister. The agreement
between the temperatures reported in the cask SAR and those obtained from
the verification calculations was good. Therefore, the heat transfer
results obtained from the CAFE-P/Thermal simulations are WIJWlQ6 Ibb this record was delet
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